Technical News June 2010
Introduction
The Orienteering Australia Web Site is a repository of technical information, found under the
Technical pages (Controllers, Mapping, SPORTident) and the Operational Manual. Some
new documents and information added are referred to below. Controllers, Organisers,
Course Planners and others should use these are a resource to help them in their specific
event role.
Hence this newsletter may summarise and refer to web pages and documents for download
rather than repeat the information here.
Technical Committee Meeting Minutes
The minutes of the Technical Meeting held at Easter in April are available at
http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/TechNewsArchive/
One item covered was changes to IOF Rules; there are 3 new definitions all relating to
orienteering requiring independent navigation (IOF rules 1.1., 1.2, 1.3). These will probably
be added to the OA Foot Rules later this year. These rules are part of the definitions and are
as follows:
1.1. Orienteering is a sport in which the competitors navigate independently
through the terrain. Competitors must visit a number of control points marked on the
ground in the shortest possible time aided only by map and compass. The course,
defined by the location of the controls, is not revealed to competitors until they start.
1.2 In individual interval start races the competitors navigate and run through the
terrain independently.
1.3 In mass start and chasing start races, competitors may often be running in
close proximity to each other, but the formats still demand independent navigation.
Mapping Committee Meeting Minutes and Mapping News
The minutes of the Mapping Committee Meeting held at Easter are available at
http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/mapping/mappers/
One topic discussed was the Map content, i.e. whether maps should have a legend, bar scale,
credits (mapper’s name and date) etc. Often these are omitted for Sprint maps, when available
space on the map may be a limiting factor. If this is the case, it is considered that some essentials
must still be included, such as a bar scale, mapper’s name and date and any special symbols that
may be used. An associated problem is that when maps are printed at scales different to the
original map, the north lines may not be at the correct spacing.
The mapping web pages on the OA Web Site have been recently updated with information
relevant to mappers, controllers, organisers and others with an interest in mapping.
Updated pages are:
1. Drawing Maps at http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/mapping/drawingmaps/
• Includes details on using georeferenced base maps
• Converting OCAD Maps to a Garmin GPS compatible file.

2. Printing Maps at http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/mapping/printingmaps/
• Printing methods
• Colour control
• Details on water proof papers and reports on the use of different papers
3. Mapping Standards at
http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/mapping/mappingstandards/
• At the bottom of this page is a list of some recent Mapping Deviations at major
events
Mapping Technology Workshop
A Mapping Technology Workshop is to be held in conjunction with the Australian
Championships Carnival in SA. Details are as follows:
Date: 9 AM, Monday 27th September 2010.
Location: Sports Association House, 73 Wakefield St, Adelaide
Topics:
• Presentation on digital photogrammetry and georeferenced aerial photography
• Practical use of GPS in mapping
• Current developments in GPS technology
• OCAD 10 and Google Earth
If you wish to register, present a short paper or contribute to the Workshop, please contact
the OA Mapping Chairperson. (Adrian Uppill)
The workshop is intended as a forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences in using the
latest technologies for map making.
Event Controlling Overview
The purpose of this article is to remind Controllers of their responsibilities and pass on some
information about recent major events. The period of reaccreditation for controllers is quite
long (10 years for L3, 8 years for L3 and 5 years for L1), and opportunities for controlling
major events may be limited. Over such periods, significant changes in all aspects of
orienteering may occur.
For instance, in the last 10 years we have seen:
1. The introduction of SPORTident
2. The introduction of Australian Sprint and Middle Distance Championships and
equivalent state championships for all age classes
3. Use of digital map printing for almost all events
Controllers who wish to remain active need to keep up to date with all areas relevant to their
responsibilities.
OA is in the process of updating the controlling curricula. Level 1 and 2 have been completed
and are available on the OA web site at http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/controllers/.
Controllers may use the document included in each of these as a refresher for the knowledge
areas required. The Level 3 curriculum is currently being updated.
Section 31 of the OA Foot Orienteering Rules covers event control and the controller’s
responsibilities.

In particular Rule 31.6 should be noted:
The Orienteering Australia Controller shall ensure that rules are followed, mistakes are
avoided and that fairness is paramount. The Orienteering Australia Controller has the
authority to require adjustments to be made where necessary to satisfy the requirements of
the event.”
The controller needs to have knowledge of the rules and documents referenced in those
rules, including:
1. National League Guidelines (available from the OA web site)
2. IOF Control Descriptions (available from the IOF web site)
3. IOF Mapping Specifications (standard and Sprint) (available from the IOF web site)
The controller acts as a Quality Manager ensuring all of the above are followed.
Deviations from the rules are permitted, however,
1. Permission for deviations is required (refer to OA Foot Rules)
2. Competitors must be notified of deviations
At recent major events, some aspects which may not have met rules and guidelines, or
caused problems have been identified, and examples are listed below.
Although these were generally one-offs, I have listed them as reminders of areas that
controllers need to be aware of:
General Issues
1. Copies of control descriptions need to be provided to all competitors except at relays.
2. The size of the control description boxes on the printed copy should be between 5
and 7 mm (refer to the IOF Control Descriptions document).
3. Availability of water on courses (first water at control 19 on a 14.6 km, course, approx
70 mins into the course, significantly more than the required 25 minutes)
4. Control placement on sprint courses – controls should be technically easy in sprint
courses, and the route choice, rather than finding the controls, should be the
challenge.
5. Courses too physically difficult for older age groups.
6. Use caution when identifying a feature as “middle” as this can be ambiguous when
there are multiple instances of the feature type in the circle.
7. Making the required event information available to competitors according to the time
frames in the rules and OA guidelines.
8. Having a plan to post event reports and results to websites (including the OA web
site). Requirements for posting event results to the OA Results system are in the OA
rules.
Maps and Map Printing
1. Course overprinting as magenta and not the recommended purple. Although
magenta may be a brighter colour for some orienteers, it is difficult to read for those
with colour vision issues. Refer to the article by Barbara Junghans in the December
2009 issue of the Australian Orienteer.
2. Cutting circles and connecting lines appropriately where the purple overprinting is not
transparent. In sprint maps where features that cannot be crossed are common,
cutting circles and lines is essential to ensure all details that the competitor needs to
access a control are visible and not covered by course overprinting.
3. Map features going missing in the printing process.
4. Using non-standard map symbols and then not notifying competitors in the event
information. All maps should conform to the IOF mapping specifications.

5. Poor Map Legibility – the example below shows a comparison of part of the Miners
Despair map from the PDF posted on the web site with the M21E course map
provided to competitors. Note that the M21E course is from a scanned paper copy,
but it accurately represents that copy.
Features to note are
a. Pixelated map appearance (contours, tracks, creeks)
b. Some control features and other map features in the control circle were not
visible
c. Index contour appears the same thickness as other contours
d. Termite mounds and man made features are distorted
e. Rocky ground is not visible

6. Using undersize map symbols on a 1:10,000 scale map (i.e. 1:15,000 size). A
1:10,000 map is a strict enlargement of a 1:15,000 map so the symbols will be 50%
larger
Use of SPORTident
Recent issues have included:
1. Programming control numbers above 255. SI Card 5 which most orienteers still have,
cannot read control numbers above 255, they will translate this to the (Programmed
Number – 256) (e.g. 337 – 256 reports as 81 with an SI Card 5)
2. Not setting the time on all controls used at an event to Real Time as set from a GPS.
Setting time using 2 different computers without confirming these are the correct time
will cause synchronisation issues.
3. Checking the synchronisation of Start and Finish units on the day. This can be done
by using a couple of SI cards to read the units and then downloading to check times.
4. Ensuring competitors have the correct SI Card type when courses have more than 30
controls (although possibly the solution is to not set courses with this many controls).

Draft Controller Event Report
A draft controller event proforma accompanies this newsletter. Please forward any comment
to the OA Technical Director and the Chair of the Technical Committee.
Controllers of Group A events are reminded that reports are to be submitted to OA. This
proforma has some suggestions for areas which can be commented on if problems occurred,
and where information relevant to others can be distributed.
SPORTident Information
A useful guideline “SportIdent Advice for Event Advisers and Controllers.pdf” covers some of
the SI issues controllers need to be aware of. It can be downloaded from
http://www.orienteering.org/index.php/iof2006/Event-Advising/Documents-for-Event-Advisers
Some additional documents relevant to SI use have been posted on the OA web site.
Norm Johnston from the ACT has documented the different Time Taking combinations
possible with Sport Software. This explains how with the right setup an event can have
competitors with both set Start Times and competitors punching a Start Unit.
See the document at http://www.orienteering.asn.au/technical/SPORTidentInfo/ entitled
"Details on managing different Timing scenarios - How OE-MT Handles Time Taking.pdf"
Information useful to running relays using OS software has also been added.
Information on the IOF Web Site
The following IOF documents are relevant to Controllers
1. The IOF has prepared a set of document to assist Event Organisers and Event
Advisors. Although these documents are specifically for IOF events, much of the
content is still relevant to major events in Australia These may be found at:
http://www.orienteering.org/index.php/iof2006/Event-Advising/Documents-for-Event-Advisers

2. .Refer also to IOF Rules and Guidelines at:

http://www.orienteering.org/index.php/iof2006/Rules-and-Guidelines/Foot-Orienteering

3. Mapping Standards at:

http://www.orienteering.org/index.php/iof2006/Rules-and-Guidelines/Mapping-Standards

